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Abstract

Human action recognition is an important problem in computer vision. One of
the methods that are recently used is sparse coding. Conventional sparse coding
algorithms learn dictionaries and codes in an unsupervised manner and neglect
class information that is available in the training set. But in this paper for solving
this problem, we use a discriminative sparse code based on multi
multi-manifolds.
manifolds. We
divide labeled data samples into multi
multi-manifolds
manifolds and also to decrease run time,
reduce dimension of manifolds. W
Wee find k inter nearest neighbors and intra nearest
neighbors for each data sample in each manifold. The intra class variance should be
minimized while the inter class variance should be maximized, in the result we could
calculate laplacian matrix and optim
optimize
ize sparse code and dictionary. Then we use
discriminative sparse error for classification. We run this method on KTH and UCF
sport datasets. Results show that we obtain a better result (about 89%)) in UCF
dataset.
Keywords: Action recognition, Discriminative Sparse Representation, Multi Manifold,
Spatio-Temporal
Temporal descriptors, Neighborhood

1. Introduction
Human action recognition is the process of labeling video sequences consists of
human action by its related class. Human action recognition is an important and
challenging problem in computer vision. It has an extensive variety of uses, such as
video content
nt analyses, activity surveillance and human
human-computer
computer interaction [1]. In
general, feature representation can be divided into two categories [2]: global
representation [3-5] and local representation [6-9]. Global representations are obtained
in a top-down fashion: a person is localized first in the image using a background
subtraction or tracking. Then the locale of interest is encoded overall, which results in
the image descriptor. This representation is capable since they encode a significant part
of the data. However, they depend on accurate localization, background subtraction or
tracking. Additionally, they are more sensitive to viewpoint, noise and occlusions.
When the domain considers the great control of these factors, global representation
usually performs
erforms well. Local representations, utilizing a bottom
bottom-top
top procedure, are
based on the spatio-temporal
temporal interest points. Without the need to subtract the
background or track, these representations describe a video as a collection point
changes, noise, appearance
arance and partial occlusions. Local representation divided into
three sections: first interest points are extracted from each frame, second, spatio
spatio117
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temporal descriptors are calculated, and after that with classification, each video
sequence is assigned to the proper action class.
In recent years, a variety of spatio-temporal detectors and descriptors have been
presented. There are different spatio-temporal interest point detectors including Harris
3D detector [10], Hessian detector [9] and dense sampling detector, and different
descriptors including Cuboid descriptor [6], HOG/HOF descriptor [7], HOG3D
descriptor [8], and extended SURF [9]. In this paper we utilize an approach introduced
in [11] that is Local Motion Pattern (LMP). It was noted in [6] that the extreme points
are often located in the region having spatially recognized structure. This approach is
detecting the spatially distinctive points and then catches the temporal changes in the
neighborhood of those points.
Numerous classifications including k nearest neighbors [12], Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classification and sparse coding [11] are introduced. Sparse coding (Sc) is strong
tool for analyzing signals such as voice, image and video [13, 14, 15] including face
recognition, speech recognition, handwritten digit recognition, image clustering, etc.
Given a set of data features (from the description) as an input data matrix, sparse
representation aims to find a sparse matrix using this input data and an over complete
codebook that got from descriptors. Because of the over complete codebook which is
learned by Sc, the locality of the data samples to be encoded may be disregarded. As a
result similar data vectors may be represented as sparse codes. So Graph-regularization
Sparse Coding (GraphSc) and Laplacian Sparse coding (LSc) were proposed by Zheng
et al. [16] and Gao et al. [17, 18] respectively. In both methods, the local geometrical
structure of the dataset is explicitly explored by building a P-nearest neighbor graph,
and the graph Laplacian is used as a smooth operator to preserve the local manifold
structure.
Most of sparse coding algorithms learn dictionaries and codes in an unsupervised
manner and so neglect class information that is available in training set. In this article,
we use a supervised sparse coding method that dictionaries and sparse codes learn from
both of datasets and class labels. In order to decrease run time, dimension of the
descriptors that are extracted from datasets is reduced. Then descriptors are divided into
some manifolds. In this method we find k inter-nearest neighbors and intra-nearest
neighbors for each data sample in each manifold. The intra class variance should be
minimized while the inter class variance should be maximized. In order to acquire to
this aim, we calculate intra class and inter class weighted function. After that, we
calculate laplacian matrix with using these functions. Then we optimize sparse cod and
dictionary with using laplacian matrixes. For classification we use a novel approach
called discriminative sparse code error. This method uses a linear transformation matrix
that is optimized using optimized sparse code matrix. Proposed method has two main
advantages: been discriminative is one of the advantages. The second advantage is that,
optimization of sparse code and classifications are doing simultaneously. We describe
proposed approach in section 3. We introduce two algorithms as training algorithm and
test algorithm in section 4. Also section 5, demonstrate experimental results in simple
dataset like KTH and complicated dataset like UCF sport. Our approach has better
result than other approaches in complicated datasets.
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2. Literature Review
Many researchers have been studied Human recognition .For instant Yilmaz et al. [20]
and Fanti et al. [21], define an approach that was based on tracking human body parts
and use the derived motion trajectories, to perform action recognition. Liu et al. [22] use
maximum mutual information to learn code book and use space-time pyramid, to
exploitation of temporal information. In [25] an approach is used that is, first, according
to the geometrical features of the human body, organs are recognized and then human
pose is estimated. Fathi et al. [26] extract discriminative flow features within
overlapping space-time cells and select mid-level features via Adaboost. Wang et al
[23] use the hidden conditional random fields for action recognition. They model a class
of actions as a root template, and establish an association of hidden parts which are a
group of local patches that are related to intermediate representations. Malgireddy et al.
[27] propose to extract local features (Histogram of Flow and Histogram of Oriented
Gradient) on each frame and apply a bag of-words step to obtain a global description of
the frame. This action is then modeled as a multi channel Hidden Markov Model.
The most similar attempts to this paper are researches that are based on sparse
representation. For instance Guo.K et al. [38] propose a method using empirical
covariance matrices of bags of low dimensional feature vectors. They use sparse linear
approximation of a query vector in an over complete dictionary of training vectors.
Guha et al. [11] use traditional sparse code and in order to model human actions, three
over complete dictionary learning framework are investigated. An over complete
dictionary is developed using a set of spatio-temporal descriptors (extracted from the
video sequences) in such a way that each descriptor is represented by some linear
combination of a small number of dictionary elements. Gao et al. [28] propose an
algorithm based on sparse representation induced by L1 and L2 regulations called
SRL12.Wang et al’s research [37] propose another spatio-temporal descriptor named
Locally Weighted Word Context. They use graph regularized non negative matrix
factorization to learn action unit. Also for classification, they use sparse representation
based on joint L2, 1-norm. Zheng etal.[37] propose a new method for human action
recognition called Local Manifold-Constrained that represent an interest point by
several words, which lie in the same manifold as the interest point does. Also they use
Manifold-constrained term to improve accuracy in classification and incorporate it into
the objective function of SRC. The method that we propose for human action
recognition has a new term in objective function called discriminative sparse
representation and incorporates it into objective function of SRC and large margin term
that is proposed in [13].
3. Proposed approach
This approach consists of four stages: 1. Computation of spatio-temporal motion
descriptors 2. Dimension reduction 3.Optimizing the sparse codes by using descriptors
and initial dictionary, and update dictionary for each class 4.Classification of unlabeled
data using dictionaries, corresponding sparse codes and a linear transformation matrix.
We have shown our approach that we use in this paper in figure 1.
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Figure 1: flowchart of the proposed approach

3.1 Computing spatio-temporal descriptors

In this section we extract spatio-temporal descriptor for every video sequence. In
some previous researches, the extreme points are frequently found in the districts which
having spatially recognized structure. Hence we choose to use Local Motion Pattern
[11]. According to this method, first spatially different points would be identified and
then we catch temporal changes in the area of those points.
Detector: assume that we have a video sequence contain of “F” frames. First, each
video sequence divided into “S” segments, so as each segment includes c=F/S
consecutive frames. Then we perform a detector using Harris 2D detector [29], and this
detector compute key points of the first frame of each segment, then we obtain temporal
changes for the rest (c-1) of remaining frames of that segment. So for “c” frames of
each segment, size of these key points is (n× n× c).
Descriptor: Each key point is a spatio-temporal cube of size (n× n× c). Each cube
captures local space-time changes and represents a significant motion pattern. To obtain
a robustness descriptor, first, we perform a 2D Gaussian blurring in the special domain
to ignore minor variations. Note that this Gaussian blurring should not be in the
temporal domain, because, we want to capture temporal changes, so these changes
should not be ruined.
We remove mean of that cube, then compute variance (M2), skewness (M3) and
kurtosis (M4). We use a moment matrix Mr , that is defined in [11], r= {2, 3, and 4}
associated with v as (1):
M r = [ mij ] , i, j = 1, 2, ¼ , n.
l

mij = 1 / l å (vij )r

(1)

t =1

Where vijt is the value pixel of “t” th patch at location {i,j}. These three value vectors
are connected on top of each other to form a vector mЄRd (d=3n2).
3.2 Dimensionality Reduction

If the size of patches (n×n×c) is equal to (24×24×c) then dimension of LMP become
(1728×1). In order to create an over complete dictionary D ЄRn´m (m>>2n) we required
more than 3500 atoms for every vector. So as to tackle this issue, we reduce dimensions
of descriptors. The method that we use is Random Projection (RP) [32] which is simple
and quick.
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We have a set of “P” descriptors from a video sequence and dimension of each
descriptors is d. this set can be represented by v ЄRd ´ p . This matrix is projected onto an
n-dimensional subspace (n<<d) by premultiplying the descriptor matrix “v” by a
random matrix R ЄRn´d . So we obtain a matrix X ЄRn´ p :
(2)
X = RD
3.3 Sparse Representation

We
assume
that
the
descriptors
which
were
calculated
are
n
X = { xi } = { x1 , x2 , ¼, xp } ЄR . So that, p is the number of data samples and n is the
dimensionality of feature vectors. These data according to their labels are divided into L
classes. So xL = { xi | yi = L, xi ЄX} . XL is the data which is in Lth class that we represent
it by a manifold (ML).
3.3.1 Discriminative sparse code and sparse code error on multi-manifold

In this method we set a dictionary matrix D = {d i 1 , d i 2 , ¼ , d ik } for each manifold. In
order to build initial dictionary, we choose some data of each manifold randomly. Also
SLi is coefficient vector of xi ЄxL which is sparse coding of this data sample. Here we
have a linear combination that is X i = D L S Li .
This sparse code should minimize loss function (3)
ìï
üï
2
min íF (DL , SL ) = å x i - DLs Li + a s Li 1 ý
DL ,S L
ïî
Ex L ÎX L
ïþ
(3)

(

s .t . d Lk

2

)

£ c , k = 1,..., k ,

Where S L is l1-norm function to measure the sparseness of SL .Also it should keep
the reconstruction coefficient as sparse as possible.
Consider that {x1 ¼ xp } are our data samples belonging to L manifolds; we define two
kinds of neighbors, Intra-class

(N )
Intra

and Inter-class ( N inter ) . Intra-class nearest

neighbors of a data sample (xi) are k nearest data samples from same class as xi, and
Inter-class neighbors are k nearest data samples from different classes from xi.
With a usage of Gaussian kernel we are calculating the intra weighted matrix (W Intra )
and the inter weighted matrix (W Inter ) just like (4):

int ra
wLij

2
ì
x - xj
ïexp(- i
int ra
int ra
)
=í
2s 2 , if xi Î Xl , and ( xj Î Ni or xi Î N j )
ï0
î

int er
wLij

2
ì
xi - xj
ï
er
= íexp(- 2s 2 ), if xi Î Xl , and ( xj Î Niint er or xi Î Nint
)
j
ï0
î

(4)

Minimizing optimization problem (4) with using weighted functions [30] in equation
(5):
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ì
æ
ö
2
1
ï M (S L ) =
s Li - s ij W Lijint ra ÷
ç å
å
÷
2 i : x i ÎX L çè j : x j ÎN Lint ra
ïï
ø
min í
sL
æ
2
ï
1
s Li - s ij W Lijint ra
ç å
å
ï
2 i : x L ÎX L çè j : x j ÎN Lint ra
îï

ü
ï
ïï
ý
öï
÷ï
÷
ø þï

(5)

According to this function, Intra class variance should be minimize and inter class
variance should be maximize. In other word, the data samples that are in intra-class
must get closer, and the data samples that are in inter-class must be as far as possible.
Additionally, we consider another term that is “discriminative sparse code error”.
Assume that we have a matrix Y Î Rl´n .so that, in each column all of the components
are zero except one of them which is 1. The Discriminative sparse error term is (6):

y - As

2

(6)

2

Where AÎ Rl´d is a linear transformation matrix.
In order to write objective function, we should consider three terms that we have
introduced: the sparse reconstruction lose term (3), the large margin term (5) and sparse
code error term (6).
Consequently, objective function is (7):
2
nl
2
(7)
O ( D L , S L , A ) = M in x L - D L S L + a å x s L n + b T r ( S L L L S L T ) + y L - A S L 2
1

Where

LL = LL

intra

- LL

int er

is laplacian matrix related to each class, so that

LL intra = Di L intra -WL intra and LL inter = Di L inter -W L inter , Di intra and Di inter are diagonal
matrixes of intra-class and inter-class respectively, which are calculated as:
Di L intra =

nL

åw
m =1

in t ra
Lnm

nL

and Di L intra = å w

minimize O ( D L , S L , A ) .

m =1

int er
Lnm

, and β is trade off parameter. We aim to

3.4 Optimization

According to this method, optimization is accomplished in three steps:
1- To Optimize sparse code
2- To Update dictionary
3- To Update linear transformation matrix
That we are going to explain these steps separately.
3.4.1 Optimizing sparse code

In this step, first, we should set initial values for sparse codes, dictionaries and linear
transformation matrix. For sparse code matrix, we set a zero matrix as initial value. In
order to build initial dictionary we choose some data of each manifold randomly. Also
in order to build initial transformation matrix we set a random matrix.
We acquire sparse code under one condition that is the dictionary (Dl) should be fixed.
It means that, in step 1, we use the initial dictionary. So we have (8):
2
nl
(8)
M in x L - D L S L + a å x s L n 1 + b T r ( S L L L S L T )
Consider that multi-manifold laplacian regularizer [13] can be written as:

Tr ( S L LL S Lt ) = å nL,m -1 Lnm s TL ns lm
n

(9)

Then (9) rewritten as equation (10):
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+ a s L n 1 + b éë Lnn s TL n s L n + 2s TL n Lnm s Lm ùû

(10)

This problem can be optimized by the graph regularized sparse code algorithm that is
introduced in [13].
3.4.2 Updating dictionary

In this step, in order to update dictionary, the sparse code which is calculated in
previous section, should be fixed. So optimization problem is:
2
min X L - D L S L
DL
(11)
2
s .t . d Lk £ c , k = 1,..., k .
There are many methods such as gradient descent with iterative projection to solve
this problem. In this paper we adopt the method that uses a Lagrange dual which has
been shown more efficient than gradient descent. So the optimal solution D* can obtain
as (12) that is introduced in [13]:

DL* = X LSLT ( SLSLT + diag (l* )) ,
-1

(12)

Where λ = [λ 1 , ¼, λ k ] is the multiplier [34] related to kth inequality constraint

d Lk

2

£C

, and λ* is the optimal solution of λ [35].For more information refer to [13].

3.4.3 Updating linear transformation matrix

In this section, we update linear transformation (known as A) by fixing discriminative
sparse code “s” that is optimized in previous section. The optimal solution “A" can be
obtained by letting the first derivative of (6), equal to zero. So we have equations (13)
and (14):
2(Y L - As L )s LT = 0
(13)

A =Y L s LT (s L s LT )-1

(14)

3.5 Classification

When we want to test some data(xt) we assume there is a loop and each time xt
belongs to one of the “L” manifolds, so we calculate intra-class and inter-class nearest
neighbors for data samples of the manifold, then we calculate Wintra and Winter using (4).
After that we compute corresponding laplacian matrix, finally we optimize sparse
code for test data with (15)[30] and compute “y” matrix for each class with
(16).Function (15) only update sparse codes for test data sample with keeping spares
code of xnЄM L fixed. And also in this function the dictionary of each class (DL) is fixed.
ìï
ü
b
2
2 intra
2
intra ï
miní xt - DLsLt +a sLt 1 + ( å sLt -sLn WLm
- å sLt -sLn WLm
)ý
st
v
2 nxa ÎNvLu
ïî
nxa ÎNLu
ïþ
Yi = As i
At the end of the algorithm, we assign a label st to xtlike (17):
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yt ¬ argmax yi .

(17)

4. Algorithms
The algorithms that are used in this paper are summarized in algorithm 1 and
algorithm 2 that are Train algorithm and Test algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Train
Input: labeled sequence videos
Step1:
Computation of LMP detectors and descriptors.
Step 2:
The descriptors computed at step1, are divided to L manifolds (according to data labels)
Reduce dimension of each manifold using RP.
Step 3:
For i=1 to L
Compute k intra nearest neighbors and inter nearest neighbors of data samples in ith
manifold
Compute weighted matrix using equation (4)
Compute laplacian matrix corresponding to ith manifold
Compute initial code book, sparse code and linear transformation matrix.
Step 4:
Optimizing sparse code using (10)
Updating dictionary using (11)
Updating linear transformation matrix using (14)

Algorithm 2: Test
Input: test video sequence
Step1:
Computation of LMP detector and descriptor
Step 2:
For i=1 to L
Add test data into the ith manifold
Compute k intra and inter nearest neighbors for data samples in ith manifold
Compute weighted matrix using equation(4)
Compute laplacian matrix corresponding to ith manifold
Step 3:
Optimize sparse code for test data samples using (15)
Step 4:
Classification using (16)
Assigning a label yt to test data using (17)
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5. Experimental results
In this section we present the results that are obtained from our method.
5.1 Evaluation method

We run proposed method on two datasets: KTH and UCF Sport. In order to obtain an
appropriate accuracy of this method, we use K-fold cross validation. In this validation
method, the dataset is divided into K subsets, and the holdout method is repeated K
times. Each time, one of the K subsets is used as the test set and the other K-1 subsets
are put together to form a training set. Then the average error across all K trials is
computed. In this paper we use 10-fold cross validation.
5.2 Datasets

In this section we introduce the dataset that are used in our approach. The datasets that
are investigated in this paper are a simple dataset, named KTH dataset and a complex
dataset named UCF sport.
5.2.1 KTH Dataset

This video dataset, containing six types of human actions: walking, jogging, running,
boxing, hand waving, and hand clapping, performed several times by 25 persons in four
different scenarios: indoors s1, outdoors s2, outdoor with different clothes s3, and
outdoors with scale variation s4. There were total 2391 sequences taken with a static
camera. The frame size was 160×120.
The parameter α in equation (8) is sparsity parameter. We want to peruse the effect of
the value change in this parameter on the average recognition accuracy on KTH dataset.
We choose 6 different values for this parameter. These values change in 0.01 to 1000.
Figure 2 demonstrates the corresponding results. Results show that the average
recognition increases from 0.01 to 100 and then decreases. So the best value for this
parameter in our paper is 100.
Also, in order to perceive the effect of the neighborhood on recognition, we set 4
different values for the number of nearest neighbors (k). We run our method for all of
these values on KTH dataset and put their accuracy in figure 3. Results show that in our
method, the best value for k between these values is 6.
Additionally, we consider the effect of the number of dictionary atoms on the
recognition performance. 5 different dictionary sizes are evaluated on KTH dataset that
are 200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000. As you can see in figure 4, the average recognition
increases from the size 200 to 600, after that the recognition is fixed nearly. So the best
value that we choose for the number of dictionary atoms is 600.
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Figure 2: Discriminative sparse code and sparse error performance with different values of the sparsity
parameter on KTH dataset

Figure 3: Discriminative sparse code and sparse error performance with different values of the
number of nearest neighbors on KTH dataset

Figure 4: Discriminative sparse code and sparse error performance with different size of dictionaries
on KTH dataset

Finally, we put the best results that we get from these values on KTH dataset in table
1.So experimental results on KTH dataset including 6 nearest neighbors, the best
sparsity value that is calculated 100 and dictionary size 600 are in table 1. These results
are obtained using matlab 2012. Due to these results boxing and jogging achieve the
best results. Also we put comparison between our method and some others in table 2.
Our approach has a better result just for complicated datasets which is a lot better
because complicated databases are closer to the reality. As you can see in table 2, our
approach has good result (93.66%), but it has less accuracy than Wang approach for
KTH dataset, while has greater result in UCF sport dataset which much more intricate
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than KTH datasets .The reason of getting poor result in simple dataset is that LMP
descriptor that we use, extract a few number of descriptors for simple datasets.

walking

Table 1: Average accuracy on KTH Dataset
Hand
walking Running jogging boxing
waving
0.93
0
0.07
0
0

Hand
clapping
0

running

0.01

0.89

0.10

0

0

0

jogging

0

0

1

0

0

0

boxing
Hand
waving
Hand
clapping

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0.11

0.89

0

0

0

0

0.08

0.01

0.91

Table 2: Comparison between our method and some others on KTH Dataset
method
year
accuracy
Laptev et 2008
91/8
al. [7]
Liu et al. 2012
92
[28]
Wang et 2013
94/2
al.[36]
Our
2015
93/66
approach
5.2.2 UCF Sport Dataset

This dataset consists of a set of actions collected from various sports which are
typically featured on broadcast television channels such as the BBC and ESPN. The
video sequences were obtained from a wide range of stock footage websites including
BBC Motion gallery, and Getty Images. This data set contains close to 200 video
sequences at a resolution of 720x480. The collection represents a natural pool of actions
featured in a wide range of scenes and viewpoints. By releasing the data set we hope to
encourage further research into this class of action recognition in unconstrained
environments. Actions in this data set include: Diving (16 videos), Golf swinging (25
videos), Kicking (25 videos), Lifting (15 videos), Horseback riding (14 videos),
Running (15 videos), Skating (15 videos), Swinging (35 videos), Walking (22 videos).
We run our method with using the best parameters that are achieved from KTH
dataset for UCF Sport dataset. So, we use 6 nearest neighbors, the best value for
sparsity parameter that is 100 and dictionary size 600. Experimental results of this
dataset are in table 3. As you can see in table 3 we get perfect results in UCF sport
dataset, also Diving and Horseback riding achieve the best results. Also we put
comparison between our method and some others in table 4. Table 4 shows that our
method has better results in UCF Sport dataset (88.89%) because UCF sport dataset is a
complicated dataset and our method gets better results for complicated datasets.
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1
0

0.85

0.12

0

0

0.03

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0.84
0

0
0.91

0
0

0.06
0

0
0

0
0.09

0.10
0

0

0

0.06

0

0.89

0

0

0.05

0

0
0
0
0

0
0.03
0
0

0
0.07
0.04
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0.06
0

0.84
0
0
0.08

0.08
0.90
0
0.05

0
0
0.90
0

0.08
0
0
0.87

Diving
Diving
Golf
swinging
Kicking
Lifting
Horseback
riding
Running
Skating
Swinging
Walking

Table 3: Average accuracy on UCF Dataset
Horseback
Kicking Lifting
Running
riding
0
0
0
0

Golf
swinging
0

Skating

Swinging

Walking

0

0

0

Table 4: Comparison between our method and some others on UCF Sport Dataset
method
year accuracy
Guha et
al.[11]
Wang et
al.[36]
Zhang.X
et al. [37]
Wang et
al. [31]
Our
approach

2012

83.8

2013

88

2013

84.7

2014

88.7

2015

88.89

6. Conclusion and future works
This paper was about human action recognition based on discriminative sparse
representation on multi-manifold. First, we divided data samples into multi manifolds,
then found k intra and inter nearest neighbors of data samples in each manifold, after
that we calculate laplacian matrix, related to each manifold for optimizing dictionaries
and sparse codes. We used a new method called discriminative sparse code error for
classification.
In order to diminish execution time, we reduce dimension of manifolds. As you can
see in table 4 for complex datasets such as UCF it provide better results (about 89%).
We propose to use multi-view descriptor as future work. In this way we can assume
each local descriptor as a separate view and combine them to effectively explore the
complementary nature of multiple views and hope to get better results.
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